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98th Airport: Shizuoka Fuji Airport
No more flight slots to Narita
Not only international but domestic services are
drastically declining (Kansai)
Kansai cannot be a hub anymore
Businessman fly to Inchon to connect to
international destinations, more so for cargo
Long-run Strategy is Necessary

Changes in Japan’s Image: Yellow Peril, Japan No.1, Japan
Bashing, Japan Passing, Japan Nothing
Changes in East Asia’s Image: Miracle, World Factory, 1997
Crisis, 2008-9 Crisis
Mahathir’s Look East Policy
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Thailand: fixed exchange rate, high interest rate, short-term capital
inflows, bubble, BOP deficit, depleting foreign exchange reserves,
baht depreciation
Spreading to Malaysia, Indonesia, Korea, and..
IMF/World Bank (Malaysia different)
SM Controversy

New financial instruments
Asia not much affected in terms of financial losses except Sovereign
Funds of Singapore and China
Yet, real economy has been hit seriously

WHY?

Nikkei 225 and Dow Jones
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KOSPI and Dow Jones
One Dollar Blouse
Thunder Storm Like Exports from one industry
to another: Textile, followed by Steel, TV,
Machine Tools, Automobile, VCR, IC, and etc.
(from labor intensive to capital intensive, less
important to more important)
VER was the answer
US: Deficit, Japan: Surplus
1985 Plaza Accord, yen twice as strong, 240 to
120

Comparative Advantage of the Philippines: Banana or PC?
Machinery now
East Asian Exports are now similar and East Asia competes each
other.
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Fragmentation (Fuku Kimura and others)
Production Blocks (Processes) to be divided

Fiscal Expansion (US, China, Japan, and other countries..)
Maybe but for short term only

Declining Birth Rate and Increasing Aged Population

Plan for long term.
Create Demand in the region; Do not depend solely on the US
final demand
Upgrade industry and make each country unique industrial and
comparative advantage structures. Too much similar
comparative advantage structures make countries involved
vulnerable.
Special features of each country need to be enhanced and
strengthened. For example, the Philippines receives substantial
amount of remittances. Her BOP depends on remittances from
nurses and caretakers working abroad and shipmen.
Japan and Korea need to adjust to create both real demand
and labor demand in the future to come
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We need to cooperate!
No more Zero Sum Game (Some gains and others lose)
Financial Capitalism is over and Export-led US market oriented
development is also over.
Sustainable Development requires long term strategy not to produce
losers
Asia needs to act positively forward!

Komapsumnida!
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